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On a spseudo-d Riemannian manifold of dimensionnù3, the space of tensors
which transform covariantly under Weyl rescalings of the metric is built. This
construction is related to a Weyl-covariant operatorD whose commutatorfD ,Dg
gives the conformally invariant Weyl tensor plus the Cotton tensor. So-called gen-
eralized connections and their transformation laws under diffeomorphisms and
Weyl rescalings are also derived. These results are obtained by application of
Becchi Rouet Stora Tyutin techniques. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1896381g

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently,1 a purely algebraic method was used to solve the problem of constructing and
classifying all the local scalar invariants of a conformal structure on aspseudo-d Riemannian
manifold of dimensionn=8. The approach, however, is not confined ton=8, and one of the
purposes of this paper is to explain the derivation of the so-called Weyl-covariant tensors, the
building blocks of the local conformal invariants in arbitrary dimensionnù3.

In the context of local gauge field theory, the determination of quantities which are invariant
under a given set of gauge transformations can be rephrased in terms of local Becchi Rouet Stora
Tyutin sBRSTd cohomology. Within the BRST framework, the gauge symmetry and its algebra are
encoded in a single differentials.2–5 Powerful techniques for the computation of BRST cohomolo-
gies are proposed in Ref. 6ssee also Ref. 7d, that apply to a large class of gauge theories and relate
the BRST cohomology to an underlying gauge covariant algebra. At the core of this analysis is a
definition of tensor fields and connections on which an underlying gauge covariant algebra is
realized. Such a characterization of tensor fields, connections and the corresponding transforma-
tion laws has the advantage that it is purely algebraic and does not invoke any concept in addition
to the BRST cohomology itself.

In the present paper, we consider theories where the only classical field is the metricgmn

=gnm and the gauge symmetries are diffeomorphisms plus Weyl rescalings. Explicitly, the infini-
tesimal gauge transformations read

dgmn = Lzgmn + df
Wgmn = zr]rgmn + ]mzrgrn + ]nzrgmr + 2fgmn. s1d

Our aim is to construct the spaceW of tensors and generalized connections that transform cova-
riantly with respect to diffeomorphisms and Weyl transformations. The latter property means that,
under Weyl rescalings, the tensors belonging toW will make appear at most the first derivative
]mf of the Weyl parameterf, and no derivative]m1

¯]mk
f with kù2.

Knowing the spaceW, we are able to define an operatorD acting in W and such that

fD ,Dg,C+C̃, whereC andC̃, respectively, denote the conformally invariant Weyl tensor and the
Cotton tensor. The Weyl-covariant derivativeD generates the whole space of tensor fields belong-

ing to W by successive applications onC sandC̃ in n=3d. The rule for the commutatorfD ,Dg is
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at the basis of the Weyl-covariant tensor calculus utilized in Ref. 1. Other useful relations are
obtained which are nothing but the Jacobi identities for the underlying gauge covariant algebra
alluded to before.

The generalized connections play no role in the construction of local Weyl invariants, but are
of prime importance in many other issues, like for example in the determination of the counter-
terms, the consistent interactions and the conservation laws that a gauge theory admits. They are
also relevant for the classification of the Weyl anomalies, the solutions of the Wess–Zumino
consistency condition for a theory describing conformal massless matter fields in an external
gravitational background.

II. BRST FORMULATION

A. Some definitions

As mentioned above, the derivation of the spaceW of Weyl-covariant tensors and generalized
connections is purely algebraic and requires no dynamical information. As a consequence, all that
we need is contained in Eq.s1d and the BRST differentials reduces tog, the differential along the
gauge orbits. We refer to Refs. 8 and 9 for more details on the BRST formalism as used throughout
the present work. For an application of this formalism in the context of Weyl gravity, see Ref. 10.

A Z-grading calledghost numberis associated to the differentialg. The latter raises the ghost
number by one unit and is decomposed according to the degree in the Weyl ghoststhe fermionic
field associated to the Weyl parameterd, g=g0+g1. The first partg0 contains the information about
the diffeomorphisms. The second part,g1, corresponds to Weyl rescalings of the metric and
increases the number ofspossibly differentiatedd Weyl ghosts by 1.

The action ofg on the fieldsFA sincluding the ghostsd is given as follows:

g0gmn = jr]rgmn + ]mjrgrn + ]njrgmr, g1gmn = 2vgmn, s2ad

g0jm = jr]rjm, g0v = jr]rv, g1jm = 0, g1v = 0. s2bd

The fieldv is the Weyl ghost, the anticommuting field associated to the Weyl parameterf, while
jm is the anticommuting diffeomorphisms ghost associated to the vector fieldzm of Eq. s1d. By
definition, the Grassmann-odd fieldsv and jm have ghost number +1. The last equality ofs2bd
reflects the Abelian nature of the algebra of Weyl transformations. From the above equations and
by using the fact thatg is an odd derivation, it is easy to check thatg is indeed a differential.

One unites the BRST differentialg and the total exterior derivatived into a single differential
g̃=g+d. Then, the Wess–Zumino consistency condition and its descent are encapsulated in

g̃ã = 0, ã Þ g̃b̃ + constant s3d

for the local total formsã and b̃ of total degreesG=n+1 andG=n.6 Total local forms are by
definition formal sums of local forms with different form degrees and ghost numbers,ã
=op=0

n ap
G−p, where subscriptssrespectively, superscriptsd denote the form degreesrespectively, the

ghost numberd. A local p-form vp depends on the fieldsFA and their derivatives up to some finite
sbut otherwise unspecifiedd order, which is denoted byvp=s1/p!ddxm1

¯dxmp vm1¯mp
sx,fFAgd.

The relationss3d imply that ã is a nontrivial element of the cohomology groupHsg̃d in the
algebra of total local forms. As shown in Ref. 6, the cohomology ofg in the space of local
functionalssintegrals of localn formsd is indeed locally isomorphic to the cohomology ofg̃ in the
space of local total forms. In other words, the solutionsan

g of the Wess–Zumino consistency
condition

gan
g + dan−1

g+1 = 0, an
g Þ gbn

g−1 + dbn−1
g s4d

correspond one-to-onesmodulo trivial solutionsd to the solutionsã of s3d at total degreeG=g
+n, tot degsãd=g+n.
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The solutions ofs3d or s4d determine the general structure of the counterterms that an action
admits, the possible gauge anomalies, the conserved currents, the consistent interactions, etc.9 In
the next sections and in the appendix, we determine the restricted spaceW of the space of total
local forms in which these solutions naturally appear, for a gravity theory invariant under the
transformationss1d.

We close this section with some more definitions and conventions. The conformally invariant

Weyl tensorCb
gd«, the tensorKab and the Cotton tensorC̃amn are given by

Ca
bgd ª Ra

bgd − 2sdfgg
a Kfdgb − gbfggKfdg

ad, s5ad

Kab ª
1

n − 2
SRab −

1

2sn − 1d
gabRD , s5bd

C̃amn ª
1
2¹fngKfmga. s5cd

The Ricci tensor isRbd=Ra
bad, whereRa

bgd=s]gGbd
a+Ggl

aGbd
ld−sg↔dd is the Riemann tensor.

The Christoffel symbols are given byGab
g= 1

2ggls]agbl+]bgal−]lgabd. Curved brackets denote
strength-one complete symmetrization, whereas square brackets denote strength-one complete
antisymmetrization. We have¹mgab=0, where the symbol¹ denotes the usual torsion-free cova-
riant derivative associated toGab

g. Finally, the derivative]av of the Weyl ghost will sometimes be
notedva;]av.

B. Contracting homotopy

A well-known technique in the study of cohomologies is the use of contracting homotopies.
The idea is to construct contracting homotopy operators which allow to eliminate certain local jet
coordinates, calledtrivial pairs, from the cohomological analysis. This reduces the cohomological
problem to an analogous one involving only the remaining jet coordinates. For that purpose one
needs to construct suitable sets of jets coordinates replacing the fields, the ghosts and all their
derivatives and satisfying appropriate requirements.

The following lemma is at the basis of the contracting homotopy techniques. We use the
notations of Ref. 6 to which we refer for more details.

Lemma 1. Suppose there is a set of local jet coordinates,

B = hU,,V,,WLj,

such that the change of coordinates fromJ=hfFAg ,xm ,dxmj to B is local and locally invertible
and

g̃U, = V, ∀ ,, s6ad

g̃WL = RLsWd ∀ L. s6bd

Then, locally theU’s and V’s can be eliminated from theg̃-cohomology, i.e., the latter reduces
locally to theg̃-cohomology on total local forms depending only on theW’s.

Note that boths6ad and s6bd must hold in order to eliminate theU’s and V’s from the
cohomology. It is important to stress that the existence of a pair of jet coordinates satisfyings6ad
does in generalnot guarantee the existence of complementaryW’s satisfyings6bd. Clearly, the aim
is to construct a set of local jet coordinates containing as many trivial pairs as possible. The
difficulty of this construction is in generalnot the finding of pairs satisfyings6ad, but the con-
struction of complementaryW’s satisfyings6bd. There is no general rule to deal with the latter,
nontrivial problem.
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To our knowledge, theU-V-W decomposition had never been done in the context of Weyl
gravity theories in arbitrary dimensionnù3. Here, we fill this gap and compactly summarize our
main results in the following proposition.

Proposition 1: LetJ be the jet spaceJ=hfgmng ,fvg ,fjmg ,xm ,dxmj and g̃=g0+g1+d the
differential acting onJ according to

g0gmn = jr]rgmn + ]mjrgrn + ]njrgmr, g1gmn = 2vgmn,

s7d
g0jm = jr]rjm, g0v = jr]rv, g1jm = 0, g1v = 0.

Then, thehU ,V ,Wj-decomposition ofJ corresponding tog̃ is

hU,j = hxm,]sm1¯mkdGsmk+1mk+2d
n,¹sm1¯mkdKsmk+1mk+2d,k P Nj,

hV,j = hg̃U,j, hWLj = hTi,C̃Nj,

hT ij = hgmn,Dsm1d ¯ Dmk
Cb

sgdd«,k P Nj, s8ad

hC̃Nj = h2v,j̃n,C̃n
r,ṽaj, s8bd

j̃n
ª jn + dxn, C̃n

r
ª ]njr + j̃aGan

r, ṽa ª va − j̃bKab.

The rest of the paper contains the definition of the operatorD together with theg̃-transformation
rules for the elements ofW. A remark will also be made for the casen=3. In order to derive the
results of Proposition 1, we used the fact that every function of the Riemann tensor and its
covariant derivatives can be written as a function of the Weyl tensor, its covariant derivatives and
the completely symmetric tensors¹sl1l2¯lkdKsabd. A proof of the latter statement can be found in
the appendix of Ref. 1. The same proof can be used to show that, inn=3, every function of the
Ricci tensor and its covariant derivatives can be written as a function of the Cotton tensor, its
covariant derivatives and the completely symmetric tensors¹sl1l2¯lkdKsabd.

It is understood that only the algebraically independent components ofgmn and Cb
gd« enter

into s8ad. fTogether with the symmetrization of the indices ins8ad, this guarantees the absence of
algebraic identities between the generatorsT i, taking into account the second equation ofs13cd
and the Bianchi identitys14bd.g

The tensor fieldshT ij have total degree zero whereas the generalized connectionshC̃Nj have
total degree 1. They decompose into two parts, the first of ghost number 1 and form degree zero,
the second of ghost number zero and form degree 1,

tot degsT id = 0, tot degsC̃Nd = 1, C̃N = ĈN + AN,

ghsĈNd = 1 = form degsANd, ghsANd = 0 = form degsĈNd,

where, froms8bd,

hĈNj = h2v,jn,Ĉn
r
ª ]njr + jaGan

r,v̂a ª va − jmKmaj, s9ad

hANj = h0,dxm dm
n ,dxm Gmn

r,− dxm Kmaj. s9bd

The AN’s and ĈN’s are called, respectively, connection 1-forms and covariant ghosts.6 Since g̃
raises the total degree by one unit, we have
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g̃T i = C̃NDNT i ⇔HgT i = ĈNDNT i ,

dT i = ANDNT i ,
J s10ad

hDNj = hD,Dn,Dr
n,Gaj. s10bd

C. BRST covariant algebra for Weyl gravity

The Weyl-covariant derivativeD is given by

Dm ª ]m − Gmn
rDr

n + KmaGa. s11d

The aim of this section is to make precise the above definition by explicitly defining the three
operatorshD ,Dr

n ,Gaj introduced ins10d. An underlying gauge covariant algebra will be exhibited,
which provides a compact formulation of the BRST algebra on tensor fields and generalized
connections.

s1d The operatorD corresponds to the dimension operator. It counts the number of metrics that
explicitly appear in a given expression,

D ª gmn

]expl

]gmn

.

For example,Dsggm2glm1Dm1
Cb

gd«d=−2sggm2glm1Dm1
Cb

gd«d and Dsgabggdd=0. As a conse-
quence ofs10ad, s10bd, and s9ad, we can writeg1

Îugu=2vDÎugu=2vfsn/2dÎugug=nvÎugu,
where ugu denotes the absolute value of the determinant ofgmn ssupposed invertibled.

s2d The operatorDm
r generates GLsnd-transformations of world indices according to

Dm
nTa

b = da
nTm

b − dm
bTa

n ,

whereTa
b is a s1,1d-type tensor under GLsnd transformations. The usual torsion-free cova-

riant derivative can thus be written¹m=]m−Gmn
rDr

n. Note that this expression must be
completed bypGma

a if one takes the covariant derivative¹m of a weight-p tensor density,

so ¹=dxm ¹m=dxm ]m−C̃n
rDr

n+pC̃m
m.

s3d In order to conveniently define the action of the generatorGa, we first define the so-called
W-tensors carrying superindicesVk,

WV0
ª Cb

gd«, WV1
ª Da1

Cb
gd«, . . . ,

WVk
ª Dak

Dak−1
¯ Da2

Da1
Cb

gd«.

Then, we can writehT ij, hgmn ,hWVk
j :k=0,1, . . .j and the operatorGa acts on space of the

W-tensors according to

GaWV j
= fTagV j

V j−1WV j−1
, Ga

ª fTagVi

Vi−1DVi−1

Vi , s12d

where DV j

VkWVi
=dVi

VkWV j
and where the symboldVi

Vk is such thatdVi

VkWVk
=WVi

. We use
Einstein’s summation conventions for theW-tensor superindicesVi. The matricesfTagV j

V j−1

are obtained by recursion in the appendix, withfTagV j

V j−1=0∀ j ø0. The action ofGa gives
zero on everything but theW tensors. In particular,Gagmn=0.

The W-tensors transform underg̃ according tos10d ands9d. They are the building blocks for
the construction of Weyl invariants.1 Note that the Bach tensor is nothing but the following double
trace ofWV2

:
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Bmn ; ¹aC̃mna − KlrClmn =
1

s3 − nd
garDaDbCb

mnr.

For the action ofg̃ on the generalized connections, we find

g̃v = j̃mṽm,

g̃j̃m = j̃rC̃r
m,

g̃C̃m
n = C̃m

aC̃a
n + 1

2j̃rj̃sCn
mrs + Pmb

an ṽaj̃b,

g̃ṽa = 1
2j̃rj̃sC̃ars + C̃a

bṽb,

wherePmb
an

ª s−gangmb+dm
adb

n +db
adm

n d. Note the relationsCm
nab=Rm

nab−2Pnfag
mr Kfbgr and g1Gmb

n

=Pmb
an va.
From g̃2T i =0, we derive the gauge covariant algebra generated byhD ,Dn ,Dr

n ,Gaj,

fDn
r,Gag = − dn

aGr, fGa,Gbg = 0, s13ad

fDn
r,Dmg = dm

r Dn, fDm
r,Dn

sg = dn
rDm

s − dn
rDm

s, s13bd

fGa,Dbg = − Pmb
an Dn

m, fDm,Dng = Cmnr
sDs

r − C̃amnGa, s13cd

where the operatorD commutes with everything. The second equality ofs13ad reflects the Abelian
nature of the Weyl transformations, while the second equality ofs13cd displays the commutator of
two Weyl-covariant derivatives in terms of the Weyl tensor and the Cotton tensor. Note that the
commutator of two covariant derivatives readsf¹m ,¹ng=Rmnr

sDs
r.

From g̃2C̃N=0, we find the following set of Bianchi identities:

g̃2v = 0 ⇒ C̃fmrsg = 0, s14ad

g̃2C̃m
n = 0 ⇒ ¹fggCfd«gab − C̃afgdggf«gb + C̃bfgdggf«ga = 0, s14bd

g̃2j̃m = 0 ⇒ HPfrng
am = 0,

Cm
fnrsg = 0,J s14cd

g̃2ṽa = 0 ⇒HGaC̃brs + Ca
brs = 0,

DfbgC̃frsga = 0
J s14dd

which are nothing but the Jacobi identities for the algebras13d.
Note that the casen=3 proceeds in exactly the same way, provided one setsCm

nrs to zero and

one definesWV0

s3d
ª C̃ars. In other words, the relationss13d and s14d still hold, settingCm

nrs=0.
The representation matricesGa and the Weyl-covariant derivatives11d are unchanged as well.
More explicitly, we have

n ù 4, g1Da1
Cb

gd« = vas− Pma1

an Dn
mdCb

gd« g1WV1
= vaGaWV1

,
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n = 3, g1Da1
C̃gd« = vas− Pma1

an Dn
mdC̃gd« g1WV1

s3d = vaGs3d
a WV1

s3d ,

which shows that the representation matricesGa and Gs3d
a are essentially the same. Indeed, the

iterative procedure given in the appendix reproduces itself in exactly the same way whenn=3,

with the convention thatWV0

s3d ; C̃ars.
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APPENDIX: W-TENSORS AND THEIR TRANSFORMATIONS

The W-tensors are computed iteratively, together with their transformation laws under Weyl
rescalings of the metric.

sAd First, we haveg1WV0
=vaGaWV0

=0. Then, we formWV1
=¹a1

WV0
. Taking the Weyl

variation gives

g1WV1
= g1fs]a1

− Ga1m
nDn

mdWV0
g = − vlPma1

ln Dn
mWV0

= vlfTlgV1

V0WV0
,

where the last equality serves as a definition for the tensorfTlgV1

V0, which satisfiesg1fTlgV1

V0

=0=¹mfTlgV1

V0. We also use the notationg1WV1
=vaGaWV0

, cf. Eq. s12d.
Continuing, we compute the Weyl variation of¹a2

WV1
,

g1¹a2
WV1

= ¹a2
svlfTlgV1

V0WV0
d − vlPma2

ln Dn
mWV1

= s− g1Kla2
dfTlgV1

V0WV0
+ vlfTlgV1

V0¹a2
WV0

− vlPma2

ln Dn
mWV1

.

Using g1sfTlgV1

V0WV0
d=0, we obtain

g1s¹a2
WV1

+ Kla2
fTlgV1

V0WV0
d = vlsd

a2V0

V81 fTlgV1

V0 − dV1

V81Pma2

ln Dn
mdWV18

which we rewrite

g1WV2
= vlfTlgV2

V1WV1
= vaGaWV2

,

whereWV2
;Da2

WV1
=¹a2

WV1
+Kla2

fTlgV1

V0WV0
.

Calculating g1g1WV2
, we find 0=vavbGaGbWV2

, or fGa ,Gbg=0, cf. second equation of
s13ad. Also, since

WV2
; Da2

WV1
; Da2

Da1
WV0

= s¹a2
¹a1

+ Kla2
fTlgV1

V0dWV0
,

we find that

fDa2
,Da1

gWV0
= Ca2a1m

nDn
mWV0

,

in agreement with the second equation ofs13cd andGaWV0
=0 sequivalent tog1WV0

=0d.
sBd Suppose that we haveWVk

;Dak
¯Da2

Da1
WV0

, kù2. In other words, we know that

WVk
= s¹ak

+ Klak
GldWVk−1

,
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g1WVk
= vaGaWVk

= vafTagVk

Vk−1WVk−1
,

and

GfagGfbgWVk
= 0.

We want to obtain the next tensor,WVk+1
;Dak+1

WVk
, and its transformation rule.

As before, we first compute the Weyl transformation of¹ak+1
WVk

,

g1¹ak+1
WVk

= ¹ak+1
svaGaWVk

d − vaPnak+1

am Dm
nWVk

= s− g1Kaak+1
dGaWVk

+ vafTagVk

Vk−1¹ak+1
WVk−1

− vaPnak+1

am Dm
nWVk

.

Hence, we get

g1s¹ak+1
WVk

+ Kaak+1
GaWVk

d = Kaak+1
vbGaGbWVk

− vaPnak+1

am Dm
nWVk

+ vafTagVk

Vk−1¹ak+1
WVk−1

.

Using

¹ak+1
WVk−1

= Dak+1
WVk−1

− Kbak+1
GbWVk−1

and posing

Dak+1
WVk

= ¹ak+1
WVk

+ Kak+1lGlWVk
,

we find

g1Dak+1
WVk

= Kaak+1
vbGaGbWVk

− Kbak+1
vaGaGbWVk

− vaPnak+1

am Dm
nWVk

+ vadak+1Vk−1

Vk8 fTagVk

Vk−1WVk8

= vlsdak+1Vk−1

Vk8 fTagVk

Vk−1 − dVk

Vk8Pnak+1

lm Dm
ndWVk8

= vlfTagak+1Vk

Vk8 WVk8
,

where we usedGfagGfbgWVk
=0. h
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